JOIN

Member Benefits
YOUR SUPPORT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO Preserve
AND Share THE PARAMOUNT’S 88+ YEAR
HISTORY FOR GENERATIONS TO COME!

From the variety of events to the richness of our outreach programs and partnerships with diverse community groups and nonprofits, the support and patronage of the community allows The Paramount to accomplish its mission and community-minded goals. We invite you to enjoy an array of benefits by becoming an annual Paramount Member today!

FRIENDS OF THE PARAMOUNT are a dedicated group who support the performing arts with charitable contributions beyond the purchase of tickets. When you become a Friend, you join a community of donors who receive insider access and an array of special benefits.

ASSOCIATE
$75+ Membership
• Pre-sale access to tickets (Some restrictions apply)

CONTRIBUTOR
$150+ Membership
Above benefit, plus:
• Two (2) popcorn vouchers
• Your generosity recognized in The Paramount Playbill

PERFORMER
$250+ Membership
Above benefits, plus:
• Two (2) “Paramount Presents” movie tickets

DIRECTOR
$500+ Membership
Above benefits, plus:
• One (1) “Cinemaniac” pass to ten (10) “Paramount Presents” movies
• NEW: Two (2) beverage vouchers

MEMBERS OF THE PARAMOUNT’S CIRCLE PROGRAM are our leading advocates and ambassadors. When you support us with an annual gift of $1,000 or more, you join a group of dedicated partners that engage with the organization, enjoy special access, and understand the need for and impact of their philanthropy.

Circle Members receive all Friend benefits, plus:

STAR CIRCLE
$1,000+ Membership
• Invitation to all Founders Lounge receptions prior to shows and at intermission (Includes complimentary Food & Drink)
• Earliest advance ticket purchase
• Invitation to Annual Donor Reception
• Name recognition on donor plaque in Theater Lobby

PRINCIPAL CIRCLE
$2,500+ Membership
Above benefits, plus:
• Private backstage tour of The Paramount Theater for you and your guests
• NEW: Seat plaque recognition on one seat (Be a part of The Paramount Theater’s history)
• NEW: Ticketing concierge service

BENEFACTOR CIRCLE
$5,000+ Membership
Above benefits, plus:
• Your special message displayed on the Marquee
• Discounted rate to rent The Paramount
• Waived ticket and convenience fees
• NEW: Complimentary parking for events

ENCORE CIRCLE
$10,000+ Membership
Above benefits, plus:
• NEW: Waived rental fee for a private event in Stage Left
• NEW: On stage exclusive Champagne Reception invitation (Hosted by Paramount Board Chair)
Because of YOUR Support

Since its reopening in 2004, The Paramount has welcomed more than 1 million patrons for exhilarating live performances, dynamic festivals, thought-provoking broadcasts, fun family events, and more. In 2017, the Theater was awarded The Outstanding Historic Theatre Award by the League of Historic American Theatres, reaching a goal that once seemed only a dream.

- **1,000,000+** patrons through the doors
- **2,300+** events and counting
- **593** volunteers have donated more than **74,000+** hours to Paramount events
- **183,000+** students and teachers took part in the Arts Education Season
- **16,500+** households donated (many with multiple gifts)
- **19,500+** followers on social media
- **183,000+** students and teachers took part in the Arts Education Season
- **65+** nonprofits received free tickets to events
- **61%** of generated revenue comes from theater operations
- **39%** of generated revenue comes from philanthropic support

**JOIN US:**
www.theparamount.net/support-us or call (434) 293-1009

**IN ADDITION TO BECOMING A MEMBER, THERE ARE MANY WAYS YOU CAN SUPPORT OUR NONPROFIT THEATER:**

- Planned giving
- Corporate sponsorship
- Show sponsorship
- Corporate matching gifts
- Volunteering

**VISIT**
www.theparamount.net/support-us to learn more!
YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE PARAMOUNT THEATER MAKES AN IMPACT!

$75 covers the restoration cost of one orchestra seat in the Theater.

$100 represents the annual cost associated with supporting each volunteer who is part of The Paramount’s Volunteer program. (There are currently 140 active volunteers.)

$250 underwrites the ticket cost for an underserved family in our community to attend a live Paramount Presents event through the Mary P. Reese Community Access Fund.

$500 covers the cost to provide full ticket scholarship for a classroom to attend an Arts Education performance.

$1,000 partially covers the discount extended to fellow nonprofits to utilize the Theater spaces for an event to support their own mission.

$2,500 helps to underwrite a portion of the artist fee for live performances at The Paramount ensuring ticket prices can remain affordable.

$5,000 allows The Paramount to open its doors to one free screened event for the community, such as World Cup Soccer, TV Premieres, or a UVA Sporting event.

Thank you for your commitment to The Paramount Theater and your community!

The Paramount Theater of Charlottesville, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt charitable organization.
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